IRIDIUM® ONBOARD ENABLED RELIEF FLIGHTS AFTER
A T S U N A M I I N PA L U, I N D O N E S I A
The Iridium network enabled aviation solutions
that provide critical two-way communications to
pilots who delivered food and medical supplies
to the islands of Indonesia after a devastating
tsunami.
THE CHALLENGE
Susi Air pilots regularly fly to some of the most challenging
and remote destinations on the planet, including the wild
jungles and mountains of Indonesia. The 17,000-plus
islands of Indonesia often lack airport infrastructure and

navigation aids, and have limited air traffic control centers.
These limitations make the delivery of food and medical
supplies following natural disasters or crisis situations
very challenging. Needless to say, transportation becomes
even more complicated when a natural disaster happens.
In fact, Susi Air originally began operating in response to a
major earthquake and tsunami that destroyed large parts
of the North Sumatran island in 2004.
With natural disasters affecting Indonesia on a regular basis,
the local government and emergency teams are forced
to be constantly prepared with reliable communications
tools and equipment for disaster response on a moment’s
notice.

COMPANY
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BENEFITS

Blue Sky Network develops
satellite tracking and two-way
communication systems for air fleets
worldwide. The company leverages
the Iridium satellite network with
their tracking hardware and cloudbased command center SkyRouter.

Pilots need to navigate through
challenging terrains to deliver critical
supplies to the islands of Indonesia.

Blue Sky Network products, powered
by Iridium, enable pilots to make urgent
voice calls and allow the operations
center to stay in constant contact
with the aircraft with up-to-the-minute
positional tracking.

Iridium is the only truly global
communications company. Iridium
voice and data products provide
superior communications solutions
that
allow
global
companies,
government agencies, and individuals
to stay connected everywhere.

Indonesian islands lack airport
infrastructure and navigation aids
making it difficult for Susi Air pilots
to arrive at/depart from the islands.
Natural disasters on the islands
strike frequently causing large
crises.

Iridium's global coverage, reliability and
low latency data connections provide
real-time, two-way connectivity, even
during natural disasters when local
infrastructure may be compromised.

